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INTRODUCTION FROM MR KNIGHT,  

PRINCIPAL 

Dear parents and carers, 

 

I am delighted to welcome you to the latest edition of our half-

termly academy newsletter. The main aim of this newsletter is to 

let you know about all of the great things that are going on at Ark 

Acton and to showcase our wonderful young people.  

 

A particular highlight for me this half-term has been our recent 

Drop Down Day where we had a multitude of different events on: 

 

Year 7 students took part in a walking tour of London landmarks 

including Buckingham palace and Westminster to enhance their 

cultural capital and get to know the city they live in. 

 

Year 8 took part in an extra-curricular PE day where they learnt 

orienteering skills in the local area and took part in inter-form  

tournaments to develop their teamwork. 

 

Year 9 took part in the first give programme to inspire and equip 

them to engage with social issues. 

 

Year 10 students went offsite visiting London museums including 

the British museum, science museum and V&A museum. 

 

Year 11 took part in a day of revision skills to prepare them for 

their upcoming mock exams and GCSES. 

 

As well as giving you a flavour for life at Ark Acton this edition 

 outlines our curriculum content for each subject area. The  

purpose of this is to give you an overview for what we are t 

eaching this year.  

 

We have achieved an awful lot in a short space of time and I am 

wishing you all a relaxing half-term. We look forward to welcom-

ing our students back to Ark Acton by 0823 on Monday 28/10/19.  

 

Yours 

Oli Knight 

Principal 
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        UPCOMING EVENTS 

                Drop Down Day 2 

        Friday 1st November 

 

      Year 11 English & Maths  

       Mocks all week 

        Monday 4th November 

 

         Year 13 Mocks 

        Monday 4th November 

 

        Sixth Form  Open Evening 

         Thursday 14th November 

 

          Y8 & 9 Y9 Parent Forum  

       Thursday 21st November  

           6:30pm 

 

       Year 7  

     Parents Welcome Evening 

        Thursday 28th November 6pm 

 

            Parent questionnaire  

          Monday 9th December 

           

  Year 7-10,12  Exams all week           

Monday 9th December 

 

                  Winter Showcase 

      Tuesday 10th December 6pm 

 

         Y11 Mock Support  

       Parents Evening  

       Thursday 12th December at        

6:30pm 

 

      Christmas Jumper Day 

       Friday 13th December 

 

        Celebrations Assembly 

          Thursday 19th December 

 

          Last Day of Term  

          Thursday 19th December        

12:30pm finish 

 

       INSET DAY 

     Friday 20th December 
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NEW SYSTEMS, ATTENDANCE AND 

PARENTAL SUPPORT 

I’d like to begin my first article for an Ark Acton newsletter, by thanking the 

parents and students for their positive response to the changes we have 

made in regards to the pastoral and behavioural structures/systems at Acton 

this year.  Improvements in school behaviour is a widely researched subject by 

academics and experienced school leaders.  The model of behaviour we 

have moved to this year is one that has a proven track record of improving 

behaviour, safety, learning and of course student achievement.   We are firm 

believers here at Acton that having clear boundaries and a strong focus on 

discipline is the best way to give your child the currency they will need to go 

on and have excellent opportunities post GCSEs.  Of course, we understand 

that students will be disappointed if they receive a sanction or fall foul of the 

school rules.  However, we also know that this will develop their resilience and 

allow them to make better decisions moving forward.  I might add though, 

that at Acton we have a ‘warm, but strict’ approach to applying the rules.   

 

While the behaviour system is only one element of the strategy around  

improving achievement and behaviour here at Ark Acton, it is vital to ensure 

students receive the support they need to make better and more informed 

decisions.  Weekly student support meetings will now allow us to discuss those 

who require additional support.  Whereby it’s important that all students are 

sanctioned the same, there will be varying levels of support to guide students 

into reducing negative occurrences and making learning their primary focus.  

In addition to interventions such as mentoring and counselling, our assembly 

and PSHE programmes will also educate our young people on what is best for 

them and their future. 

 

It has been very pleasing over the course of this half term to see our students 

adapting and managing their behaviours well.  Having a behaviour system 

which focuses on the ‘smaller’ things, allows for the ‘bigger’ things to happen.  

By ensuring that they are fully equipped, wearing full and correct school uni-

form and are on time for lessons means that their interactions with teachers 

and staff remain positive.  This then allows teachers to focus on teaching and 

pastoral staff to ensure our students receive the best care and support we can 

offer.     
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Parental support is fundamental in allowing the students to make the most of their time at Ark Acton 

Academy.  Supporting our changes is important to allow your child to have their basic right of a safe 

school and undisturbed lessons.  Your support with attendance is also vital for their progress.  Our aim is to  

continue to support students and parents to achieve 100% attendance this year.  While we understand 

that illnesses happen, we want students to demonstrate resilience and come to school where possible 

and meet the minimum expected target of 95% for the year.  Any lower can significantly impact their 

GCSE grades (even absence during year 7).  For example, 93% attendance, means around 2 weeks  

absent in a school year.  A similar annual average each year could result in a full quarter of a year of 

schooling missed by year 11.  This will then have a significant impact on their GCSE’s by resulting in almost 

a full grade lost in one subject.   

 

Please do continue to support Acton by helping your child with outstanding attendance and behaviour.  

We understand that implementing a new system will invariably divide opinion on certain issues, but we all 

share the common goal of wanting to give our young people an excellent future.  The feedback so far 

has been overwhelmingly positive from students and parents who feel the routine and rigour our new 

system allows will bring significant improvements to results.   

 

What can I do as a parent to support my child’s behaviour and learning?  

 

• Support the school leaders and staff-we are all on the same team and want the best for your chil-

dren. 

• Ensure the expectations and standards you expect from your child at home are high and you  

        accept nothing less.   

• Reduce screen time and ensure they get enough sleep. Light from their device screens tells their 

brain that it is time to be awake.  Stopping them     using devices at least an hour before bed will  

        support a good night’s sleep. 

• Help your child to be organised.  Correct equipment and leaving the house on time are vital to their 

learning. These are things they should do anyway, but they may need some support. 

• Read with your child to help them gain a love of reading.  Reading and literacy allows them to  

        access all subjects and can reduce incidents of negative behaviour when students struggle to  

        understand work. 

• Enrich their cultural capital.  Take them on day trips to museums, parks and partake in other activities 

with your child. 

• Speak English in the home for those who have another mother tongue.  The more practice a child 

has in speaking English the greater their literacy levels and understanding at school. 

• Ensure we have the correct contact details on our system at all times, 

        allowing us to ensure strong lines of communication are in place to support your child. 

• Attend all meetings with the mentality that ‘we all want what is best for your child’. 

 

Mr T Phillips 

Vice Principal 
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COMPUTER SCIENCE 

What is the purpose of studying Computer Science at Ark Acton? 

The purpose of computer science at Ark Acton Academy is to equip our students with  

a broad knowledge of computer science, which will provide students with future  

understanding for work, careers and for further study in the field of computer science 

and technology such as software engineering, developing programming skills.  

 

Year 7: In year 7 students study Algorithm, Flowol command program and Scratch  

programming.  Students learn to build algorithm by using shapes and symbols 

they learn how to break down a big problem into smaller tasks. They learn how to 

solve problems by building flowcharts to solve different problems.  

 

Here are some examples of algorithms students did last in year 7:  
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COMPUTER SCIENCE               

Year 8  

In year 8 students’ study Data representation including binary numbers,  

Algorithm, file structure and different programming techniques to build  

programs (Sequence, Selection and Iteration) using Scratch program. 
 

Year 9  

In year 9 student develop their algorithm skills at advance level. They also 

study different programming techniques, data representation. Students also 

learn to write and build programs in Python. 
 

Key stage 4 GCSE  

At KS4 Students studying OCR computer science which  

contributes to their EBACC qualification. This exciting GCSE gives students 

many excellent opportunities to investigate how computers work and how 

they are used, and to develop computer programming-computational  

thinking and problem-solving skills. 
 

Key stage 5: A-level  

Students studying computer science at advanced level (AS & A-level) enjoy, 

equip and get to know a curriculum which promotes and develop deeper 

understanding of technology in  

real life situations.   
 

 

PSHE 
 

 

In PSHE next half- term students in Year 7 and Year 8 will be exploring the unit of  

Mental Health, Self-Esteem,& Growth Mindset. 

 

In PSHE next half -term students in Year 9, 10 and 11 will be exploring the PSHE unit of 

Consent. 

 
Miss Briggs,  

 

PSHE Co-ordinator 
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 ART 

Year 7 are studying the formal elements of drawing and colour theory. They will also be 

learning about the artist Wassily Kandinsky, and explore how music affects their response 

to creating artwork.  

Year 8 are exploring the theme of landscapes, and developing skills using different  

materials through the inspiration and work of David Hockney. 

Year 9 are developing their observational drawing skills, and will respond to the work of 

a variety of different artists, exploring and developing skills through a range of materials.  

Year 10 have begun their GCSE studies and research within the theme of ‘Identity’, and 

responding to the work of Kehinde Wiley. Year 10 have been looking at the artist  

Kehinde Wiley as part of their Identity project and in conjunction with the celebration of 

Black History month. Wiley’s work themes around Identity Politics. The photographs  

below show Sakura Seki’s responses to his work. Her work will also been on display during 

October. 

Year 11 GCSE Art are developing their skills and conceptual thinking within their various 

chosen project themes. 

Year 10 and Y11 GCSE Photography are exploring project themes, developing their own 

work through the investigation and analysis of the work of a variety of photographers. 
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SOCIOLOGY 

Year 10 sociology students are quickly forming their sociological imaginations 

and discovering  what it means to be a social scientist. They have been learning 

about the work of sociologists, such as how they identify and then solve social 

problems. A Sociologist's contribution to society does not stop there, the impact 

sociologists have is all around us in our laws, in our political systems and in the 

activities of citizens. Over the next term Year 10 students will apply the new  

concepts they have learnt to the study of the family. They will examine the ways 

in which the family has changed and ask whether or not we can continue to  

discuss the nuclear family as the typical and most desirable family unit.   

Sociologists do not simply describe social phenomena,  our students will be  

assessing the causes and consequences of these changes and making   

predictions about the future of the family unit.  

 

Year 11 students are currently seeking answers to the most enthralling yet  

challenging questions that sociologists face. Their ability to analyse and  

critique is being tested through the complex study of the criminal justice  

system. They are examining who commits crime and who is punished. The  

answer to these two questions is not always the same and Year 11 students are 

on a mission to find out why. Into the next half term they will be looking at the  

extent of inequality in contemporary society and asking whether complete 

equality is possible or even desirable.  

 

Social scientists in Years 12 and 13 are in the process of applying for  

university or making decisions about their futures. At Ark Acton we have a long 

and proud tradition of students successfully applying to the country's top  

universities to study Psychology, Law, Politics and Sociology.  Deciding where 

their future research interests could take them is being supported by the study of 

exciting new topics such as the social construction of gender identities,  

schizophrenia and forensic psychology.  Year 12 students are learning how to 

construct strong academic arguments through the study of psychological  

abnormalities and into the next half term they will be looking at social  

psychology and questioning  why so many people are willing to engage  

in or act as bystanders to atrocities such as the holocaust.  
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HISTORY 

 

Throughout the month of October we will be celebrating Black History 

Month,  an international annual month, celebrating, recognising and valuing 

the inspirational individuals and events from within black communities. During 

Black History Month, we remember and celebrate the important people from 

the past and also those who contribute to and help our society today. We 

celebrate the notable achievements of renowned individuals who continue 

to impact our lives such as Martin Luther King and Rosa Parks. However, we 

should never forget the unsung heroes whose valuable contributions to  

society we endeavour to embed in our lives such as Kofi Annan and Maya 

Angelou. At Ark Acton, throughout the month we will be celebrating through  

a number of events including an art exhibition in the main foyer and most  

importantly an evening showcasing cultural diversity within our school and 

wider community on the evening of October 17th.   

 

 

 

 

 

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION  
 

How was the world made?  

 

Pupils in KS3 have been exploring this ancient philosophical question by  

looking at the Christian and Hindu creation story and drawing comparisons 

with the design argument of William Paley.   

 

Meanwhile KS4 RE have had a strong start to GCSE RE by studying the beliefs 

and teachings of Islam before moving on to Islamic practices.   
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GEOGRAPHY               

Year 7 Geography are studying ‘Natural Hazards’ for the next half term.  

Students will get to investigate earthquakes and volcanoes – explain why they 

happen and the varying impact they have on a country depending on their 

level of development. 

 

Half Term Task: Research the Lombok earthquake 2018 

 

Year 8 Geography are studying ‘Coastal Processes’ for the next half term.  

Students will investigate the processes such as longshore drift, hydraulic action 

and abrasion which shape our coastline. In addition, they will analyse how 

coastlines are protected and how land value can impact the level of  

protection.  

 

Half Term Task: Research what erosion is occurring along the Holderness  

Coastline and the impact this is having on locals. 

 

Year 9 Geography will be continuing the GCSE curriculum of ‘The Challenge 

with Natural Hazards’. Students will move onto the location and formation of 

tropical storms, furthermore they will also get to see the difference in impacts 

between Typhoon Haiyan and Hurricane Katrina. Students are expected to be 

able link the levels of economic development with differing impacts such as 

death toll, injured and economic damage. 

 

Half Term Task: Research the impacts of Hurricane Sandy – consider the impacts 

in the context of social, economic and environmental. 
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GEOGRAPHY            

 

Year 10 Geography will be finishing off their topic on ‘The Living World’ where 

they have been looking at the location of world biomes such as the Tropical 

Rainforest, Hot Deserts and the Tundra. Students have investigated their  

location, characteristics and adaptations of the plants and animals. Later in 

the half term, students will move onto their new topic of ‘The Challenge of  

Resource Management’. Here the students will be analysing the provision of 

resources such as food, water and energy – who are the producers and who 

are the consumers? 

 

Half Term Task: Research the malnutrition currently experienced in Africa and 

why this is occurring in the 21st Century. 

 

Year 11 Geography will be finishing off their topic on ‘Coastal Processes’ 

where they will be discussing how processes such as hydraulic action,  

abrasion and rock type can influence the shape of the coastline. Students will 

then be moving on to their topic on ‘The Living World’ where they will be  

looking at the location of world biomes such as the Tropical Rainforest,  

Hot Deserts and the Tundra. Students will investigate their location,  

characteristics and adaptations of the plants and animals. 

 

Half Term Task: Research the impact of climate change on the biomes;  

Tropical Rainforest, Hot Desert and Tundra.  

How will they change and what will the impacts be? 
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SCIENCE 

Year 7  

Students have been learning about animal and plant cells. They have had the  

opportunity to prepare their own slides of  

onion cells and take on the role of scientists by 

examining these under the microscope. They 

were all very excited to be doing experiments in 

science. To further stretch their understanding, 

the students have taken on independent study 

tasks where they have researched a specialised 

cell and produced some models and fact sheets 

to teach others in the class about what they 

have learned. Attached are some 

 examples of their work. 

 

Year 8  

students have been learning all about healthy 

eating and the process of digestion. They’ve ex-

plored the individual organs involved in the process and have learned interesting facts. 

Did you know that the acid in our stomach is as strong as battery acid? Strong enough 

to dissolve steel! The small intestine is about 6 meters long; as tall as an adult giraffe. But 

it is folded and neatly fits into our lower abdomen. It serves an important role in  

absorbing nutrients from the food that they eat. Food for thought 
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SCIENCE 

 
Students in KS4 are currently studying a range of topics including atomic  

structure, cell structure, and forces. These topics are essential for a firm  

foundation in the Sciences which will help them build on and develop their  

scientific understanding over the course of the GCSEs. 

 

Science club will begin after half term with Mr Balazs and Ms Enekwa. Please can 

students / families contact Mr Balazs either in the science workroom or via email 

at tbalazs@arkacton.org to reserve a place or find out further details.  

 

ENGLISH 

 

All KS3 years are studying a Literary Heritage text alongside a Mastery Writing  

programme. They are also reading a second novel for pleasure in lessons once a week.  

Literary Heritage Texts: 

 

YR7 - Oliver Twist 

 

YR8 - The Short Stories of Sherlock Holmes 

 

YR9 - Jane Eyre 

 

YR10 are studying Macbeth alongside an introduction to the GCSE Language Papers. 

 

YR11 are revising Literature Paper 2: Poetry and An Inspector Calls alongside Language 

paper practice.  
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YEAR 7  

I would like to congratulate each and every one of you for a fantastic start 

here at Ark Acton Academy.  You have all began another wonderful journey in 

life, learning new things and making new friends. Starting at a new school is an 

exciting experience and many of you have excelled since the start of this  

academic year. Throughout your journey here at Ark Acton Academy you will 

learn to embrace our school values and implement the following into your  

everyday life; Scholarship, Transformation, Ambition, Tenacity and Empathy. 

Well done to those of you who are already beginning to show these values 

and I look forward to those students receiving awards in the weeks to come. 

Year 7, remember making mistakes is a part of life but I want you all to be able 

to reflect upon and then transform that behaviour. Remember, I want you all 

to ‘be the best person you can be’ and always remember to ‘dream big’.  

Miss Murphy 

Head of Year 7 

 

YEAR 8 

Summer holidays are over and it’s time to shift our attention to personal growth 

and development – the currency to success. As the new Head of Year 8, I 

would like to say, hello and thank you for your continued efforts.  It is evident, 

as I oversee your child’s wellbeing and academic progress, the impact you 

have.  I am delighted to be a part of the Ark Acton community & endeavour 

to go the extra mile, to ensure your child enjoys their academic and social  

experience at Ark Acton. Over the coming weeks, I would like to focus our 

attention on attendance.  Each and every individual plays a pinnacle role in 

improving student’s attendance.  As you know, improved overall attendance 

bares a direct correlation to results. Let’s support this motion, and encourage 

our young people to attend, even when faced with obstacles. Prepare yourself 

to be challenged, excited and inspired. Lastly, please congratulate your child 

for their efforts to improving their future success. 
 

Mr. B Belgrave-Spence 

Head of Year 8 
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YEAR 9 

Well done on getting through a tough start.  A start that had it’s ups and 

downs.  New challenges and new ways of doing things.  I am proud of the 

way that you’ve embraced all of these new adventures in your stride.  I want 

to remind you of why you are here.  You are here to be the best that you can 

be.  To become young men and ladies who will go on to achieve great things 

and be proud contributors to society. 

I want you to focus on your current journey.  What is it that you want and how 

are you going to achieve it. 

On this journey that we are going to embark upon together.  I will want you to 

communicate with me at every opportunity.  To be composed and honest.  I 

will challenge you to be the very best that you can be. 

Never give up and always try your best. 

  

The next step on our journey is ATTENDANCE.  As you know the school target is 

95% and we as a year group is falling below that.  I want us as a year group to 

set the standards for the rest of the school.  To show them what we can 

achieve.  I want you all to get to school on time and be in school every-

day.  Please make the very best effort. 

  

Thank you for all that your efforts and smiles.  You’re awesome. 

 

Mr R. Francis 

Head of Year 9 
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YEAR 10 

A big congratulation to Year 10 to a great start to the new academic year. 

It has been good see that most of you are adjusting to the new rules and 

routines. A special thank you to the Prefects who helped at the Year 11  

information evening and the Open Days, your presence and hard work has 

not gone unnoticed. I also look forward to taking you to trips next week for 

Drop Down Day. Year 10, continue to stay focused, determined and  

resilient and you all will do extremely well. 

  

Head of Year 10 

Mr Davis       

 

YEAR 11 

 

Year 11 have had a fantastic start to the new academic year and it is great 

to see so many of them adjusting to the demands of their GCSE’s. Majority 

of students have received their homework packs from each subject and 

lots have already expressed the benefits of it. It was great to see so many of 

you at our recent Year 11 Parent Information evening, please continue to 

support your child and have conversations about how they are doing.  

 

Next term, our new rewards policy will enable any Year 11 students who 

have not received sanctions and have 97% attendance or above (in the 

 Sept-Oct half term) to be allowed outside of school for lunch with parental 

permission. 

 

Year 11 need to ensure they are having restful breaks between studying 

during the half term and that they make use of the revision strategies and 

timetable they created during their first Drop Down Day. 

  

Miss Davis 

Head of Year 11 
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SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS 

(SEN) 

 

The inclusion department is happy to welcome back our counsellor, CBT 

counsellor, drama therapist and clinical psychologist to Ark Acton  

Academy for this academic year. This ensures our provision for Social, 

Emotional and Mental Health needs is varied and that there is a  

therapeutic professional in school on most days. We also work with an 

 external educational psychologist and speech and language therapist 

to ensure we are supporting our students in a variety of way 

 

 

The inclusion team have been working hard with students from Year 7 to 

Year 10 to ensure pupil profiles (outlining support needs) are stuck in  

planners and shared with teachers. The work is continuing with Year 11 to 

ensure they are fully supported in this important year.  We are looking  

forward to starting some reading interventions after half term.  
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HEAD STUDENT TEAM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Over 40 applications from Year 11 were received for the role of 

Head Students and Senior Prefects at the end of last academic 

year. The application and selection process were rigorous, and the 

above students demonstrated tenacity and responsibility in their 

applications. Our Head Students pitched to the whole school 

community about why they should be selected as Head Student. 

All students, sixth form and staff received a vote and elected Rafi 

El-Dabl (left) as our Head Boy, Alyssa Hardman as our Head Girl, 

Ryan Liorancas as Deputy Head Boy (right) and Ilhaan Ahmed as 

Deputy Head Girl.  
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    SENIOR PREFECT TEAM 

Alongside the Head Student Team, Our Senior Prefects will work closely with 

Miss Briggs and the Senior Leadership Team in order to develop student voice 

and experience at the academy. They will regularly update the whole school 

community on life in the academy and key events that are coming up. These 

students will receive excellent coaching sessions on leadership and will be  

involved in shaping the vision of Ark Acton Academy. Well done again to 

these students!  

 

Miss Briggs  

Head of Character Development 
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    PE 

The PE Department is proud to offer lunch and after-school activities in order 

to keep students engaged in sport and to support them in leading healthy, 

active lifestyles. We hope that attending a club gives students an insight into 

how they can remain fit throughout their lives and the physical, mental and 

social benefits of exercising with others.  

 

Club rules: 

• All clubs are free- try something new. Exercise is good for your health and 

you might make some new friends! 

• Just trainers are needed for lunchtime clubs (except fitness where you 

will need full kit) 

• Full PE kit should be worn for all after school clubs 

• No need to ask to join a club, just turn up!  

• You must wait for a teacher to be present before entering the sports  

• area and changing rooms. 
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Take a look at the clubs we have on offer this Autumn term: 
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           WHAT REWARDS I CAN GET AT   

ARK ACTON? 
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In class 
• If I work exceptionally hard 
• Produce a particularly good piece of work 
• Participate fully in the lesson, asking and  
         answering questions 
• Sustained effort and positive attitude over a 

period of time 
  

  
  

A positive phone call home 
Merits 

Postcard home from my 
teacher 

A great week 
• A real improvement in behaviour in all classes 
• Going above and beyond around school e.g.  
• commitment to a club, helping on open  
       evening, taking on school responsibility 
• No detentions 
• Recommendations from teachers who have 

seen 
• A transformation over a period of time 

  
  

Hot chocolate Friday with 
the senior leadership team 

in the conference room 

Weekly 
• Assembly rewards and recognition 

  

  
Shoutouts 

Badges awarded for mer-
its 

Bronze badge= 50 merits 
Silver badge= 100 merits 
Gold badge= 200 merits 

Canteen queue jump= 250 
merits 

  
Half termly 

• Consistently demonstrated school values 
• Outstanding effort/achievement/progress in 

a subject 
• Other outstanding effort or achievement 

around school representing school 
  

  
Awards in celebration as-

semblies 
Certificate and badge 

awarded 
  

  
  

A half term with no behaviour points 
  

  
  

Year 7/8- Friday film club 
Year 9/10 Friday play sta-

tion club 
Year 11- Leaving school 

during lunch 
  
  

  
An outstanding term 

  
• No behaviour points 
• Positive comments from all teachers 
• Always doing the right thing 

  

  
  

Nominated for Pride even-
ing 

https://twitter.com/ArkActonAcademy
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 PERFORMING ARTS  

Notice 

The Winter Showcase is set to take place on Tuesday, 10th December,  

5.30-7.00pm. Tickets will be available soon. This will include a wide range of 

Music and Drama performances from Years 7-13. There will also be an Art 

exhibition, homemade Christmas crafts for sale and plenty of surprises to 

keep the whole family happy. Based on the success of last year’s event, 

we are hoping to make this year our biggest event to date and we hope 

that you’ll join us to ring in the festive season. 

See you there! 

 

 

 

 

 

Instrumental Lessons 

The Music department offers the following instrumental lessons at  Ark 

Acton Academy : Piano,  Vocals, Drum kit, Guitar, Saxophone, Clarinet 

and Flute. 

 

VOX 

We have a highly successful choir called VOX, working with the  

music producer Andy Gilbert. Rehearsals take place every Monday 

during lunch time.  Please see Ms Yendoll for further details. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Follow us on Twitter @ArkActonAcademy  

 www.arkacton.org  

https://twitter.com/ArkActonAcademy
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Auditions are soon taking place for this year’s whole school  

production, Macbeth. 

 

The classic Shakespearian performance is getting a facelift for 2020 

and promises to be a contemporary look at one man’s ambition 

and struggle for power. 

 

Auditions are open to students from all year groups, regardless of 

whether you study Drama or have acted in the past. We are also on 

the look-out for musicians and soon will be advertising for those also. 

 

For more information please look at the performing Arts noticeboard 

or speak to a member of staff. 

 

            

Auditions are soon tak-
ing place for this 
year’s whole school 
production, Macbeth.  
The classic Shake-

spearian per- formance 
is getting a facelift 

for 2020 and promises 
to be a con-
temporary loAok at 
one man’s  ambition 

and struggle for pow-
er. 

 Follow us on Twitter @ArkActonAcademy  

 www.arkacton.org  

https://twitter.com/ArkActonAcademy
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TEACHING AND LEARNING         

We’re excited to let you know we’re ready to launch morning  

reading after half term! Research proves that reading for pleasure is 

by far one of the most important ways students can improve their 

chances of getting good grades.  Reading helps us to understand 

new words, gives us different contexts to help us problem solve,  

allows us to experience different cultures and builds on our capacity 

to learn. Students will be grouped based on their reading ability  

(as tested earlier this term) and will read aloud in small groups every 

morning for 25 minutes. To help students who are new to reading 

and those who already love reading, we’ve also created the Acton 

Canon – a list of 65 influential and important books that students 

should try to read through during their time at Ark  Acton.  These 

have been chosen against the range of reading ages we have in 

school, so there’s several books for everyone’s ability.  Please do ask 

your son or daughter about their morning reading over the next few 

weeks. 

 

If you want to help your child with their reading, finding a book to-

gether is a great way to start and then reading it to them, or with 

them and hearing them read makes a huge difference 

to their confidence and their ability to read quickly. 

Here are some tips to help do this at home:  

1. Set aside some time.  

2. Find somewhere quiet without any distractions - turn 

off the TV/radio/computer. 

3. Ask your child to choose a book. ... 

4. Sit close together. ... 

5. Point to the pictures. ... 

6. Encourage your child to talk about the book. ... 

7. And lastly, above all - make it fun! 

 

 

 Follow us on Twitter @ArkActonAcademy  

 www.arkacton.org  

https://twitter.com/ArkActonAcademy

